
DATA GENERATORS & DATA ANALYZERS
Data Generator/Analyzer System
Models 8180B, 8181B, 8182B

Digital ac parametric and functional evaluation
50MHz, 16kbit vector memory depth
100ps timing/10mV level resolution

Real-time data comparison
Ease-of-use

HP 8180B Data Generator HP 8182B Data Analyzer

The Tool for At-Speed Evaluation of Digital IC's, Boards
& Modules

The HP 8180B is a modular, high speed Data Generator for the
stimulation of digital IC's and boards. For the analysis of a digital
circuit's response, the HP 8182B provides capabilities for data cap-
ture and comparison, and for level and timing characteristics mea-
surements. The Data Generators and Data Analyzers are matched in
performance with regard to vector rates, vector memory depth and
measurement accuracy and functionality.

Modular Configurations - From Stand-Alone to
Complete Systems

On the bench, the Data Generators and Analyzers are fully opera-
tional without an external controller due to a softkey-driven, interac-
tive operating concept.

In remote operation, all set-ups can be programmed with an exter-
nal controller via the standard HP-IB interface. This enables interac-
tive operation as well as full automation of Stimulus/Response
setups.

Specifications:
(For complete specifications, please refer to data sheet P/N

5952-9612)

HP 8180B, 8181B Data Generator/Extender
Memory depth: 16Kbit/channel
Number of channels: up to 192, depending on the configuration.
HP8180B channels types: max. 8 RZ (independent timing), max.
16 NRZ minus the installed RZ channels, 1 strobe, 2 clocks with
independent timing.
HP8181B channel types up to 24 DNRZ channels, one program-
mable group delay.
Pattern edit: clear, set, copy, counter, pseudo random, macro.

Timing
Clock period: 20 ns to 950 ms (1.05 Hz to 50 MHz).
Delay: 0.0 ns to 950 ms, max 90% of period-18ns.
Width: 10.0 ns to 950 ms, max 90% of period-8ns.
Skew: < 2 ns for NRZ ch. and RZ ch. programmed for zero delay.
Resolution: 3 digits (best case 100ps).

Outputs
4 different high/low level pair can be defined and assigned to any

number of outputs.
Level range: -2 to 5.5V (into 50 Ohm); -2 to 17V (into open)
Resolution: 10 mV; 20 mV into open.
Transition time: 20 to 80% at ECL levels: 1.5 ns

Applications that Reflect in Features
For at-speed functional verification of prototype circuits, the Gen-

erators and Analyzers offer programmable digital patterns at data
rates up to 50 MHz. The linear vector memory depth of 16
Kbit/channel allows you to generate and capture the immense num-
ber of testvectors required for testing complex devices. Real-time
comparison between "expected" data and captured data generates an
"Error Map" which gives immediate feedback and increases
throughput.

For thorough characterization of a circuits' performance limits,
timing edges can be positioned with a best resolution of 100 ps and
level pairs can be programmed with a 10 mV resolution. "Window
Comparison" simultaneously checks proper upper and lower logic
level and timing conditions. This makes the equipment the ideal tool
for Critical Path Analysis of prototype circuits and for in-depth anal-
ysis of circuits failing a test.

Please refer to the semiconductor test section (page 524) to find
information about the HP 82000, a fully integrated IC evaluation sys-
tem. It features highest performance, like 200 MHz speed and ±250
ps accuracy on up to 384 true I/O pins.

HP 8182B Data Analyzer
Memory depth: 16Kbit/channel
Number of channels: up to 32. Up to 128 in parallel operation.
Data analysis mode: synchronous sampling with variable sampling
point or asynchronous sampling. Comparison with expected data.
Result displays: state list, timing diagram, error map.
Real-time compare mode: comparison of actual data with expected
data throughout a variable time window. Real time error output.

Timing
Clock: external 0 to 50 MHz, internal 1 Hz to 50 MHz (1-2-5 steps)
Delay: 0.0 ns to 1 s, max 95% period - lns
Compare window width: 10.0 ns to 1 ns, max 95% period - 9ns
Skew: < 2ns.
Resolution: 3 digits (best case 100 ps)

Inputs
Data: 6 different thresholds or dual threshold pairs can be defined and
assigned to any number of inputs.
Threshold range: -10.0 to 10.0 V
Resolution: 3 digits (best case 10 mV)
Control signals: Trigger arm, stop, Trigger + clock qualifier.

Ordering and Literature
For Ordering Information (also on accessories) and detailed Tech-

nical Data Sheets and Application Notes on the products covered in
this chapter, please contact your HP sales office.


